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SEATTLE UNIVERSITY 
Commencement Exercises 
SEATTLE CENTER ARENA 
Sunday, June 1, 1969 - 3:00 P.M. 
Commencement 
PROGRAM 
PROCESSIONAL 	 WALTER R. CABMODY, Ph.D. 
Mace Bearer 
JoSEPH J. Gi.ji.uca Jn., Ph.D. 
Grand Marshal 
BEPrum M. STEcxi, Ph.D. 
BEvE1m Js C. PowERs, S.J., Ph.D. 
BEvucw PAIRIcK J. Ky, S.J., M.A. 
Assistant Marshals 
INVOCATION 
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS 
RECiPIENTS OF HONORARY DEGREES 
TRE R.O.T.C. COLOR GuAlm 
BEvEiEi'm EDMUND W. Mo1roN, S.J., Ph.D. 
Academic Vice President 
REVEREND JOSEPH A. MAGUIBE, S.J., M.A. 
University Chaplain 
VERY REvEREism JoHN A. Frrrs, S.J., MA., S.T.L. 
President of Seattle University 
JOSHuA GREEN SR. 
RicHmm E. Fuui, Ph.D. 
ROBERT D. O'Biirr 
Airrmm Z. Gi&y 
ARTHUR Z. Giy 
Roxm C. WYATT, Directing 
"The Last Words of David," Randall Thompson 
"America, Our Heritage," Hawley Ades 
PRESENTATION OF COLORS 
COMMENCEMENT CONVOCATION 
ADDRESS TO GRADUATES 
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY CHORUS 
PRESENTATION OF DEGREES 
	 MosT REvrcr, THOMAS A. CoHNou.Y, D.D., J.C.D. 
Archbishop of Seattle 
VERY REvEREND JohN A. FrrrEnER, S.J., MA., S.T.L. 
President of Seattle University 
CHARGE TO GRADUATES 
PRESENTATION OF AWARDS 
PRESENTATION OF COMMISSIONS 
RECESSIONAL 
VERY REvr Joimr A. FrrrEBER, S.J., MA., S.T.L. 
President's Cup 
Bishop Shaughnessy Modal 
COLONEL Joim L. ROBINSON, B.S. 
Commanding Officer, R.O.T.C. 
Honorary Degrees 
At this convocation for the Commencement Exercises of 1969, the faculty of Seattle University and its administrative 
officers, together with the members of the graduating class, their parents, families and friends, join in academic tribute 
to four men whose varied and significant achievements have enriched the time and society in which we live. 
Seattle University is proud on this occasion to confer honorary degrees upon the following eminent persons: 
JOSHUA GREEN SR. 
Upon Seattle's revered first citizen and elder statesman, a near centenarian, whose services to our community span 
the years in which it has grown from a sawmill settlement into the major metropolis of the Pacific Northwest. 
Although he completed his formal education at the age of 14, he had mastered Latin—through Cicero; was reading 
Greek—through Xenephon; had completed algebra, geometry; and had a good start in trigonometry. His command of 
English had progressed to the point where he had read almost everything worth reading. 
He first caine to Seattle in 1886, served as a railway chain and transit man for two years and then began a 40-year 
career in the steamship business which saw him rise from purser to president. Since 1926 he has been chairman of the 
board of Peoples National Bank of Washington. His civic, professional and church affiliations and activities are as 
numerous as his years. He still golfs, fishes and hunts with astonishing success. 
Upon Joshua Green Sr., in recognition of his career in transportation, industry and finance, his business acumen 
and his contribution to the development of Seattle and the Pacific Northwest, our first degree of Doctor of Business 
Administration, honoris causa. 
DR. RICHARD E. FULLER 
Upon an eminent leader in cultural and civic affairs, whose philanthropies and services have made a notable con-
tribution to art, culture and education in the Pacific Northwest. 
A co-founder, with his late mother, of the Seattle Art Museum, he has as its president so ably directed its operations 
and acquisitions that it today enjoys international eminence. He has striven unceasingly toward the objective noted 
in the museum's dedicatory plaque, that of providing recreation, education and inspiration for area residents. 
Impressive as are his achievements in this regard, they are more than matched by other diverse and significant 
activities. He has had a remarkable career as a teacher and research expert in geology. Among many achievements, he helped 
establish the Seattle Foundation, a strong private agency for community development. He was one of 34 experts chosen 
by President Eisenhower to plan the national culture center in Washington, D.C. He was the first recipient of the 
Real Estate Board's "Seattle's First Citizen Award"; has been designated "Alumnus Suinma Laude Dignaths" by his 
alma mater, the University of Washington; and was the Seattle Art Commission's 1965 "Distinguished Seattle Citizen 
in the Arts." 
Upon Richard E. Fuller, benefactor of his community and society, able educator and administrator, neighbor and 
friend of Seattle University, the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. 
ROBERT D. O'BRIEN 
Upon an esteemed industrial leader, who, as chairman of Seattle University's Board of Regents, has skillfully 
directed that vital organization as it has sought to provide stability and promote the development of the University 
in a critical and challenging time. 
A Seattle native and a graduate of Washington's major public university, he has combined a progressively respon-
sible, 35-year career in business with varied and valued services to his community and his fellowmen. Now chairman of 
the board of Pacific Car and Foundry Company, a leading industrial complex, he is also a director of a number of 
other associations and economic enterprises. 
He was appointed to the Board of Regents in 1963 and became chairman the following year. His broad-ranged 
interests include service on the advisory boards of the Boy Scouts of America, the University of Washington Graduate 
School of Business, the Washington State Department of Commerce and Economic Development and the United Arts 
Council of Puget Sound. He is a member of the executive committee of the United Good Neighbor Fund, a director 
of Greater Seattle, Inc., and a board member of the Seattle Chamber of Commerce. 
Upon Robert D. O'Brien, outstanding economic citizen, contributor to the well-being of his community and 
country, friend and builder of Seattle University, the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. 
ARTHUR Z. GRAY 
Upon the distinguished chief executive officer of one of the nation's major private philanthropic organizations, 
whose continuing assistance to our educational institutions has been a distinctive aid in their struggle to meet the 
pressing demands of the 1960's. 
A native New Yorker, he is a graduate of Princeton University and holds a professional degree from the Columbia 
University Law School. He has been with Clark, Carr and Ellis, prominent law firm, since 1940 and is now a partner. 
From 1955-80 he was president of Street and Smith Publications, Inc. During World War II he served with the 
United States Navy as one of a small group of officers entrusted with the responsibility of decoding messages from 
President Roosevelt and delivering them to Prime Minister Churchill. 
Since 1961 he has been president of the Union Pacific Railroad Foundation. The reference and bibliographic 
sections of the A. A. Lemieux Library are a memorial to a major benefaction of this foundation. He is also founder 
and director of The Episcopalian, Inc., publisher of the national magazine of the Episcopalian Church. 
Upon Arthur Z. Gray, speaker at these Commencement Exercises, respected member of the legal profession, able 
adminictrator, friend of American private higher education, the degree of Doctor of Laws, honoris causa. 
College of Arts and Sciences 
REv. ROBERT I. BitABiY, S.J., Ph.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS 
THOMAS RicilAiw AcxERmAN  
BEirEaIcr PRILLIP ADAMSK.I 
CARoB PAL ALDASSY 
Juj. MARIE ALEXANDER 
PAUL HAROLD AMOBINO 
ERNEST PAUL ANDERSON 
Summa Gum Laucie 
JuDrrH SusAN ANGEL 
GREGORY PETER ANTONCICH 
ALBERT ARMSTRONG III 
WILLLAm HowAJw BARB 
VICrOR BERG BAiuocro 
FRED BARNES 
SUSAN ELIZABETH BARIIEI-r 
STEPHEN PAUL BEAUDRY 
JoHN BEcIC 
CoNms.x JosEPH BENNErr 
GEORGE FmIERIcK BETRE 
ROBERT GEORGE BIcIISEL 
PATRICIA LEE BICKEL  
JANE ELDER BOGLE 
ChARLES DANIEL BRIGHT 
ROBERT LAURIER BROUSSEAU 
Gum Laude 
KA1rn. GALLAGHER BRowN 
STEPHEN JOSEPH BROWN 
SHARON LOUISE BROYLES 
TIMOTHY DARIN BuwcE 
CnLEs \VIwAM Burin Jn. 
DIANNE LomwNE BEX 
Gum Laude 
MAJIIE MARGARET CAIN 
JAMES THoMAs CALLAHAN 
STEVEN CRAIG CAMPBELL 
PATRICIA ANNE CARMODY 
MIcHAELA CASSIDY 
Magna Gum Laude 
Doms MAE CILuIvr 
ROBERT BRUCE CHESTERFIELD JR. 
Gum Laude 
KAREN THERESA CHILES 
JEROME Moiuus CmPRu'r 
PETER CHRISTOFF 
ToNI FRANCES CLARK 
MARTIN JOSEPH COLLINS 
Magna Gum Laude 
ROCHELLE IRENE CREEGAN 
DONALD 'WAYNE CREws 
SusAN CmusruIE CROMABTY 
JEROME NOEL CUNNINGHAM 
JE1ULYN Esmu.E DA.roslo 
Magna Gum Laude 
MARY ELIZABETH DAVISSON 
Gum Laude 
MICHAEL JoHN DEERE 
Rxciiuw GARY DEIE 
ROBERT JOHN DELIHYE 
Suinrna Gum Laude 
THOMAS MAITHEWS DESPAIN 
PAMELA ANNE DIcKrrssoN 
Summa Gum Laude 
ESTHER JANE DuAR 
JARIZs PATRICK D0oLEY 
NoRmA ELLEN DRYDEN 
MARY THERESE DUFFEY 
Magna Gum Laude 
CAROL LEE EADES 
LAWRENCE THOMAS FARIEY 
Summa Gum Laude 
MICHAEL JoHN FAmv 
TANYA Kuuwo FrrE 
MARLE KATHERINE Fisurnmirc 
MynrEE ELIZABETH Fxsma 
Turonjy JAMEs FLANAGAN 
Magna Gum Laude 
ALBERT EDWARD FORSYTH 
JONATHAN FOVARGUE 
THOMAS GRANT FILNKLIN 
DAVID ALEXANDER Fnmm 
MARY McNALI1UIA GALLAGHER 
BErii.nCE LEONE GAS&cmI 
ANTHONY GARCIA 
Magna Gum Laude 
JULTANA AMPAR0 GABZA 
DONALD GIBSON 
PHILIP JOSEPH G1LDAY 
Magna Gum Laude 
DAVID LEwis Gus 
MONICASusAN GoiIEs 
GAuL ANNE GREEN 
 
SHARON LzEii. GREEN  
JEROME JOSEPH GRIswoLD 
Magna Gum Laude 
MICIIELE GUDISH 
MARcUXN ArnIANNE GumroNT 
THERESA VALENTINE HAJIDIE 
JEANNE ELLEN HABRIE 
Sumrna Gum Laude 
MARY EUZAJIETH HAUTAL, 
Gum Laude 
JEANNE CAROL HAYS 
SusAN ELIZABETH HEBEET 
SHERYL MAY HENRY 
Gum Laude 
PAUL AUSTIN HIGDON JR. 
YASUHIKO HLRATA 
PATRICIA MARY HOLLAHAN 
Summa Gum Laucle 
MARY LEE HOLScHER 
Summa Gum Laude 
WILLIAM CUNNINGHAM HouzE III 
JOE MICHAEL HUDDLESTON 
THOMAS DENNIS HUGHES 
WILLIAM HUNTINGTON Jn. 
SHARON Joy JAMESON 
SHARON MARTIN KELLER 
Rimi ANNE KLIEMANN 
STEVEN CALVIN KochIARh!oox 
JoHN FRANCIS KR[EGEL 
Summa Gum Laude 
GAIL MARIE KIULEY 
LEON ERNEST KUNKE 
JAMES DELANO LACOUR 
SR. LORRAINE BEATRICE LAMABBE, 
SSA 
DONNA LEE LANCASTER 
Gum Laude 
DALE ANTHONY LANZ 
PETER JoHN LAWRENCE 
NELSON LEE LEVIAs 
Pi.urMEn EDDIE Lorr 
MELINDA ANN LUCUM 
Summa Gum Laude 
CATHERINE MARY LUDLOFF 
DAVID WILLIAM MADSEN 
Magna Gum Laude 
JoAl..mTE MATUE MACILL 
SR. COLLEEN ANN MAHo, SSA 
LARRY ALLEN MAL0 
RrrA LoiuuNE MARIn 
Gum Laude 
TERESA MARY HATCH 
	 Sn. HELEN MARY MARTINEZ, OSF 
DoRoTHy MARY HALL 	 CECILIA MARY MATSON 
THERESA MAmE MCBRIDE 
Summa Gum Laude 
THOMAS PATRICK McCAFmY 
Jou. Airnnmi McCoy 
MIcIIAiL, GORDON McCusKEE 
VERoNICA JoAN McGilL 
ROBERT McINNEs JR. 
Jomq FIIANCIS MCKEON 
GEORGE LEONARD McLEAN 
SusAN JoAN MENlO 
BRENDA CnEIw MENTOR 
RIcHARD Kius MIcKEIs0N 
THOMAS JAMES MILAN 
 
WARREN CLIFFoRD Mrwii 
SR. BEVERLEY JOAN MLrcHEIL, SSA 
Summa Gum Laude 
SR. SIIEn& MARY Moss, SSA 
MICHAEL JOSEPH MURPHY 
MIcw.Er. Joini MURRAY 
RAYMOND VAjrqrINE NAPIERKowSEI 
Magna Gum Laude 
KINm RAY NATORI 
Magna Gum Laude 
ANNEMARIE NESBIIL&L 
V&LuRE Jo Nrciiou.s 
Gum Laude 
MIaIAEI JOSEPH Nicor 
LINDA MARY NYlIAN 
MIcHAEi CHRISTOPHER O'BIUEN 
Gum Laude 
DANIEL NEIL O'Dou. 
SusAN PoDCORNY O'HoGABr 
CAROLYN MARY OLSON 
MI0ARL MONICA PksE 
Summa Gum Laude 
INCRID OLIVIA PEDERSEN 
RICHARD EDwAIW PETERSEN 
ROBERT ANTHONY PIGorr 
B2uuurrr ANT0NY PINARD 
PAMELA ANNE PRINCE 
Magna Gum Laude 
Rum LAIIDE PucEErr HowARD GREER SEEMAN 
MELVIN J4usus QuEsrAu MICHAEL JAMES SEvICK 
MARSHALL LAWRENCE RAFFERTY RuNE SIMARD 
SIIARyrq LEON RANEY MrLAN JOSEPH SIuu3iac 
WILLIAM JOSEPH REEDY JR. HOWARD MICHAEL SLESSMAN 
THOMAS FREDERICK BIDDY Emc PAul. SLIND 
SR. SUSAN ELIZABETH REMICK, CSC BERNARD JoHN SMITH 
TE1UIY BETCHLESS CATHERINE MAUREEN SMITH 
DAVID JOSEPH REYNOLDS Jomc STANTON S0LL0M 
Summa Gum Laude MALCOLM GEOFFREY STAMPER 
JANET TERESE RIGLEY ROBERT MASSEY STANSEL JR. 
DENNIS JA1s Risou PAul. JOSEPH Sumovicmi 
BRIAN JEFFRY ROBINSON JoHN JOSEPH SWEENEY 
LINDA ANNE RODRIGUEZ RoNALD Roy TALMACE 
Magna Gum Laude ROBERT Au 	 TAYLOR 
MARY KATHRYN ROE Summa Gum Laude 
Gum Laude JAMES LEONARD THOMAS 
JoHN EDWIN ROGERS ROBERT EMMETT THOMAS 
JAMES LEON RONDEAU KATHLEEN ANN TRJESCH 
MARY EILEEN Ross MIcHAEL JoHN Tsailu 
Sumrna Gum Laude BiAEA ANN TYNAN 
RICHARD WAYNE RUDD MICHAEL EDWARD UTWAN 
KATHLEEN ANN RIYMEUIART Magna Gum Laude 
JoHN CAm. RUOFF WILLIAM ANTHONY VALENTINE 
Magna Gum Laude ANN FRANCES VAvRA 
PAUL MARTIN RYAN Gum Laude 
RITA MAUREEN R'mER Mmo CHAius WAixaI 
Magna Gum Laude THOMAS MASSEY WATSON 
CHARLES ANTHONY SALLADIN SoPRIE JUDY WELLS 
MARC FREDRICK SALo Magna Gum Laude 
JoHN PAUL SAMMONS MIcIlAEi LEE WHErAN 
Gum Laude WILLIAM JOHN WBELAN  
TERRY LEA SAMUELSON MARY HELEN WH1TMORE 
MAUREEN EDNA SANTI Magna Gum Laude 
JOSEPH ANTHONY SANTUCcI JoAN CHAI-MAN WILLIAMS 
MICHAEL Giwrr SARGENT MARY KATHERINE WILLIAMS 
Gum Laude THOMAS GREGORY Wo0DMAN 
CAROLE ELrzABErII SCHLACEL Gum Laude 
LORErrA JEAN SCHWARTZ THOMAS MICHAEL YAGLE 
ROBERT LEE SEAVEY JUDY MARLENE YOUNG 
ERIC ADRIAN ZANDBEECEN 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN GOMM UNITY SERVICE 
ALISON JANE FRY 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
MARIIXNN Bmccs 
	
TEcLA MADELYNN JUNG 	 JoHN MIcHAEI ROACH 
JEP'iY ALEN BURGESS 
	
PAUL EDMOND LABISSONIERE 
	 Gum Laude 
BRUCE EDwIN Busms[AN 	 MICHAEL Wi UAM LINDVAY JR. 	 CALVIN Loyr THOMAS 
Magna Gum Laude 	 FRED L. MAXDI 	 VAmrE NESBIT ToLAN 
 
TED JoHN COOPER 
	
MICHELE LOUISE MCFADDEN 
	 Gum Laude 
Magna Gum Laude 	 DANIEL LESTER MCIALWAIN 	 VERNON C. WEITZEL 
DEIImEE CIHUSTINE Eriii 
	 Magna Gum Laude 	 PATRICK EDWARD WELCH 
DAVID ALLAN FLECK 
	
EARLE HIDETSUGU NAXAGAWA 
	 Summa Gum Laude 
RONALD EUGENE FROST 
	
MICHAEL THOMAS NorAN 
	
JoaN ROBERT WILSON 
MARY ELLEN GARVEY 
	
STEPHEN Fiwcis OSBO1IN 	 PHILIP ALAN WOZNIAK 
Fimcx LYNN GoNZALES 
	
TERRY JoHN ZABEMBA 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENERAL SCIENCE 
LEvEarr WnijAm GWnN JR. 	 Joiir. ROBERT MAY 	 ROGER Vtrumr WAffl2VIAN II 
JoJIN CIiAms lyE 	 LARRY BRUCE NlcnoLs 	 CHARLEs ALBERT WUiE 
EDWARD JOSEPH O'CLAIRE 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS 
NANcY EL&EN BAumcER 	 Auix FAYE DAVIDSON 	 MARCIA EILEEN Ra 
CAROL ANN BonuN 	 Jo ANN GouKER 	 MAim JEANNE BELNHAIIT 
BACHELOR OF SCiENCE IN MEDICAL RECORDS 
SR. MARY MATrHEW GElS, OSB 
	
MAIIYJANE O'HElIN McCUILocH 	 KAREN Rum VANDENBERG 
DEBORAH B.AMSAY MARSH 	 CATHY LYNN Pimi.n's 	 KATHLEEN ANN VonnIEs 
KATHLEEN LOUISE McCARnux 	 JOAN FRANCES TOEBBE 	 THERESA MARIE WINTER 
BACHELOR OF SCiENCE IN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 
KATHERINE CONSTANCE BORGERT 	 ALICE BLUNCK SCHTNDELDECKER 	 PHYLLIS JEAN WooD 
SALIX Jo DALING 	 MARLENE ANN WAMJIACH 	 Cum Laude 
Cum Laude 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MILITARY SCiENCE 
Aimluli Louis BOBB 
	
ROBERT SANDER PEISER 	 WALLACE JUDSON STAUFFER 
BACHELOR OF SCiENCE IN NATURAL SCIENCE 
KENNETH Ricnim Biwm'r 
Magna Cum Laude 
JEANNINE MICHELLE Ciloss 
Jomi RIcHAIW GmcuoNE 
PATRICK ALLEN GOODMAN 
CAR0LE LYNN GUSLANDER 
Cum Laude 
DON FixrrN HEwrrr 
KATHLEEN O'CONNOR Hoiurs 
MA1u1'i LoRIIAYNE JAEGER 
Summa Gum Laude 
ROBERT CmsHoLm KING 
ANN LOUISE MELCmOR 
MURRAY ANTHONY MICHAEL 
TIIEOI)O1IE FRANCIS O'DONNELL 
Gum Laude 
ROBERT JAMES OZBETICII 
EDWARD JOSEPH PuxArrIs JR. 
MICHAEL Fiwcis SEDLICKAS 
BARRY EDWARD STAYMATES 
IVAN SUTLOVICH 
DENNIS RIAN WILLIAMS 
EsmER KA-LINC YZE 
School of Business 
JAMES W. R0BEJn-soN, D.B.A., Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN BUSiNESS ADMINiSTRATION 
Dis CHUKWUFMEKA AYJXA 
DAVID PHiLw BAILEY 
NANX MAE BABBEiUS 
Tnsoriiy Jom.i BmxNsx1 
JAMES ALBERT BILLEBBECK 
VAIrauE joy Bousi 
RIcii4uID Jtis BORAGNO 
JAMEs DAVID BoRDEN 
ROBERT BENJAMIN Bosco 
BIcHAIW MELVIN BIi)ER 
GEORGE THOMAS BvlIEows 
Fiwx MICHAEL Burr 
THOMAS FRANCIS CARRICK HI 
ROBERT CHINN 
ROGER CAIIL CHRISTIANSON 
JOSEPH WALTER CONNER 
DONALD JULIUs CoNiww 
JOSEPH JOHN CovENY 
RODNEY ALLEN CYSENSKY 
JAMES WILLIAM DInY 
LAWRENcE ANIw DEDONATO JR. 
JOHN FRxiIEmcx DErrs 
JoHN Louis DELAuin-x 
Aum MICHELE DELE0 
JAcK JOSEPH DEMATrEIS 
LANNY VERI. DEMOSS 
RIcIIAJW FRANCIS DONOVAN 
MARLIN JOHN Doiuiour 
DENNIS JOSEPH Diuscou. JR. 
Jom BERNARD DuBROVIN 
CRAIG PAUL DUNcAN 
Magna Gum Laude 
BRUcE JAMES Ec 
Lucy ELIZABETH EDWARDS 
ROBERT Aucusr Erzxoiir 
JAMES WILLIAM EWART 
MICHAEL. PHILIP FALLON 
BARBARA ZAPPEITINI FAVERO 
JoHN PATRICK FEENEY 
ROBERT JOHN FEsER JR. 
THOMAS MIcJIASI. FINN 
MIChAEl. RONALD FIonjIrI 
PAUL GEBMANUS FIRNSTAHL 
TERRY KErm Fowuoi 
Micii. DENNIS FIDEL 
Z1TA KAYE GEIGER 
MIciiAEI. JAMES GEBAGHTY 
Nor.AN ALBERT Gims 
GLENN BARRY GERSTMAR 
SnPuEN CHARLES Gru. 
GARY GENE GoREs 
WILLIAM QUAJN Gruii 
MICHAEL THOMAS G1IEEN 
DANH1 ROBERT GuNN 
LARRY WILLIAM HAGEN 
DANisa. EUGENE HABBINCTON 
WILLIAM CLIFFORD HECKABD 
PATRICK JAY HEFFEBN 
CAm.. EDWARD Hrr.DEN 
IRENE CAROL HOGAN 
Wu.UAM Cr 	 HOGAN 
DouGlAs GRA1rr HOLBECK 
VALERIE THERESA HOTrINCER 
FRANCIs WmuM HRNICEK 
GA.0 CORBETr HUTCHINSON 
Tosmo ANDREw Iics 
CAROLYN MAIUE IMHOF 
CHARLEs GEORGE JENKINs 
DAVID MORGAN JOHNSON 
JEFFREY LEE JOHNSON 
Gum Laude 
JOHN MIcnRAI. JOHNSON 
MICHAEL JoHN KAISER 
AND1IEw RONALD KANO 
TrmoTHY E. KAUFMAN, SJ 
NICHOLAS Ms&r KENNY 
RENATE KATHABINA Knmi 
DONALD PAUL KISER 
ROBERT JOSEPH KLEE 
NELSON THOMAS KoGANE 
LAWRENCE EDWARD KRON 
LAWRENCE DANIEL Kumr 
MICHAEL JoHN LAROCK 
GERALD LEE LARSON 
ROBERT JoHN LECCE 
WEUoN LEONARDSON 
CHARLES ANDRE LIDzmUIsKI 
Gum Laude 
MARY Jo LOGAN 
ROBERT TEBRENCE Losir 
JAcK LYELL Lovt 
MIcLIASi. JAMES MALONEY 
ROBERT CARL. MAIrrir 
JAMES BOYD MATASY 
Gum Laude 
JoHN EENEEr MATEJKA 
Magna Gum Laude 
PATRICK JAMEs MATmo-rrl 
JOHN KENrcsrm McCAI,m 
SusAN KrmiiEN McCNEY 
RICHARD BRUCE MCDONALD 
Scorr PHILIP MCDONALD 
PATRICK FIshm McLAucm.ur 
GEORGE SABLAN MEN0 
JAMES EUGENE MEBLINO 
LoVES Jomr MICRELI 
THOMAS TAYLOR MIDDLETON JR. 
MARILYN MUREE MLHM 
GErw.r DUDLIX MFZOKAWA 
KAREN Eumr MOTON 
JoJIN PATRICK MuI.rAILY III 
ROGER PETER MURRAY 
GREGORY PAUL NACEL 
BicxiAIw GRAY NE PACE 
MARX DENNIS OsBoEN 
MARY MARGARET PAAS 
GARFrELD LLOYD PEATE 
Jomr THOMAS PETR1E 
JULIA ANN PIEPER 
JAMES GRAHAM PIRIE 
ANGELINA MARIE PRONTERA 
Gum Laude 
FRANK JoHN QUIJADA 
VICTOR GEORGE RAFANELLI 
CREmyr, ANNE REm 
JoHN PATRICK REISINGER 
GLEN THOMAS RENK 
BRUCE Cumr Rir'm 
JAMES FIIEIiucK ROHRER 
PAUL GEORGE RomER 
JoHN Ficis RosEu. 
RICABDO JOSEPH RuEr.os 
GARY A. RYAN 
JOSEPH HOWARD SCHRRINER 
MICHAEL OLIVER SCHULLER 
PAUL DEBYLE SEEI.Y 
PAUL EDWARD SHEEHAN 
MICHAEL JAMES SHERLOCK 
SrEvEIr DAiS SHIPLEY 
RAYMOND THOMAS SIMPSoN JR. 
DENNIS CHARLES SLIMXOSKY 
DouGlAs JOSEPH SMrrhI 
SAMUEL EUGENE STALIN 
RUSSELL CRAIG STEELE 
ROBERT LEO SULLIVAN 
Js RALPH SuMEiis 
Suio TASI.&I 
WILLIAM LEO TEGu. JR. 
EUGENE RENLER THIssEN JR. 
PATRICK EDWARD THOMPSON 
DENNIS EDWIN THORNTON 
AjUAAND LEWIS TmEIuo 
MIGHASa JOSEPH To.so 
Summa Gum Laude 
JYs MARTIN ToMIcli 
PATRICIA Muui TRONQUEr 
EDMUND PAUL TwoRY 
JOSEPH RoKo Uisicii 
ALAN GIucoEY VAUGHAN 
PAULErrE MARY VAUX 
RODNEY JAMES Vrij 
ROBERT Mxciix. VICE 
CYRIL CLARK WARREN 
ROGER KENNETH WATr 
JAMES WEBB 
GEORGE ROBERT WEISS 
RAYMoND HARRY WErzsmn 
DONALI HARRY WILLIAMS 
MARTIN THADDEUS WILLIAMS 
Gum Laude 
Jomr GERALD WoRKMAN 
TEmY LEE WRIGHT 
MILTON MASAMI YOKOTA 
PsrER BARRON ZACKS 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS 
GLEN NELSON Bw MARY KATHERINE LrrEn Euzm ANNE SAuMUII 
PATRICIA MAnm BROwN JOSEPH Wairu,i McNAM.EE Sunima Gum Laude 
TIMoTHY JoHN HEALY RONALD Aprmm' MoRIUER TERRY FJIANCIs SrEELE 
LEO JOSEPH HINDERY JR. BRIAN SIDNEY PAJuorr BARBARA Axr TRACHTE 
Gum Laude Scorr Ju.iis Pimuppx Summa Gum Laude 
GARY WILLIAM JOHNSON JOHN EDwmr RoGERs 
BACHELOR OF SCiENCE IN MEDiCAL SECRETARIAL SCiENCE 
KATHLEEN ANN BORLLN DARLENE MARIE HUNT DENISE P. LE 
Gum Laude 
School of Education 
RALPH K. O'BRIEN, Ed.D., Acting Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION 
MIcIiL NEIr Acmis 
ELIZABETH ANN BARBrrr 
TAYLOR DoYLE BARNES 
CHLOE BARBARA BEESON 
THOMAS WILLIAM BoIsItil 
DoNw) JARIEs BRADY 
NANCY ANN BROWNE 
Cum Laude 
GISIIAW JOSEPH BRUNELLE 
KEnnY SULLIVAN Bumows 
ROSEMARY JUDITH Busiw 
MARX VERNON CASEY 
JAN ClARK CHRIST 
MARK WESLEY CLARK 
KATHRYN ANN CIA5EA 
PAULINE CLINE 
Gum Laude 
JAMES MILo COLE 
DUANE GORDON CORDINER 
 
EDWARD ANGELO CORVINO JR. 
KAREN JEAN CROSS 
TIMOThY GEORGE CULDERT 
Gum Laude 
LYNN ANN CVENGROS 
KATHLEEN ANN DONAHUE 
Gum Laude 
Cwiis DAVID DUNN 
SR. Fiwccs KAEInmNE EAGER, RGS 
KJU.rr ELLIorr ENSTAD 
ANTHONY MELITON FABIAN 
PAMELA JEAN FALLEN 
 
JEANNIE MAIHE FAsr 
JUDY ANNE FERY 
Gum Laudé 
PATRICIA ELEANOR FITZSIMMONS 
BAnI& ANN FEANcISCOVIcH 
MARrm VICToR HAJIN 
MARVA STANLEY HALL 
JIRs MIcJL HALLIBUBTON 
SR. MARY ANNE HABBINCTON, OP 
Gum Laude 
MARY VIRGINIA HERMANN 
Cum Laude 
HARRISON JoHN JEWELL 
SR. SUSAN A. JoNES, FCSP 
JOANNE JORGENSEN 
DIANNE DAVIS KANE 
VIcrorIA LOUISE KILL 
Summa Gum Laude 
JENNIFER LEE KERSCH 
MARTHA LouisE KNOEBER 
Sumrna Gum Laude 
1?VILLJAM GABY LASATER 
NANCY JANE LOVELACE 
Magna Gum Laude  
Tutomy JolIN MCELROY 
Gum Laude 
LOUISA BAR1uIIA McNuur 
MARY MARGARET MELcmon 
HSmER ROSE MEYER 
MARY ALICE MORGAN 
CAROL ROBIN MORRISON 
MARIC GEORGE MOUNSEY 
CAROL MASAXO MUKASA 
Gum Laude 
CHRISTINA ELLEN PAVISH 
Gum Laude 
MARGARET ANN PERROrr 
Gum Laude 
RALPH THOMAS POZZI 
JANE ANN REABDON 
BAJtA1IA KATHLEEN SCHINDLER 
FrOREN LEE SEMPEL 
Louis WiuIAM STEVENSON 
Gum Laude 
MICHAEL A. TREvETHAN  
WILLIAM TSOUXALAS 
MARILYNCAROL VOELKER 
Gum Laude 
LAURENCE JOSEPH VON Moos 
CAimon. BRUCE WHEELDON 
RAEMONA VERONICA WoLRY 
Magna Gum Laude 
BACHELOR OF EDUCATION 
JolIN GIIEG0RY ALLEN 
JEANNE MAltw ANDERSON 
PATRICIA ANN ANTHONY 
C0mNNE TatmsE ANTUsH 
BRONSON CUITING BERG 
SHARON ANNE Bim 
Magna Cum Laude 
SR. EUN0R FERN BEEr&N, FCSP 
CEtiA CAY CABLSON 
SR. LouisE PIEBINA CIANcI, MSC 
MAUREEN JANAAN CUBRAN 
MARGARET EMEUE DAVIES 
Gum Laude 
FRANCISCA SALVADOR DUANE 
MARY JosERmNE DUFFY 
MAUREEN NAOMI EAGLESON 
CYNThIA LouIsE EDES 
PATRIA VERoNICA EDWARDS 
TERESA MARIE Eul,INGER 
DENISE LOUISE EL&R 
Gum Laude 
JANET NOEL FLAHERTY 
LINDA JoANNE FLAQUINTI 
SANDRA LEE FosTER 
Gum Laude 
JANE ANN HALVERSON 
JAMES HAYES Hiwy 
KATHLEEN C.iIE HILTON 
Gum Laude 
CATHERINE EmIEN H0FsrEE 
KATHLEEN MARIE HOWELLS 
KA1mmNE ELLEN JACOBSON 
DON LEE JONES 
MARY EUSE KEHOE 
Gum Laude 
MARGARET VERONICA KLEFFNER 
Magna Gum Laude 
LINDA Jo L 
LINDA AirN LARSON 
Jiiirrri DIANNE LAURS 
SB. DOLINA MARY MACINTYBE, SSA 
SR. FRANCES JoAN MANONY, CSJ 
PATRICIA ANNE M:ANNION 
MARY HELEN MARTIN 
MARYANN CHRISTINA MASON 
MARILYN CALCATEERA MATSON 
SusAN MARY MCCLOSKEY 
SR. ANGELA MARY MCKINNON, CSJ 
PATRICIA CRAMER McLEAN 
NANcY JoAN MEEUWSEN 
Gum Laude 
SR. JU1)ITH ANN Mru, CSJ 
MARy ANNE Miwn 
SANDRAQuAN Nismo 
ANNE EucHAIIIA NUGENT 
LINDA MARIE PAGNI 
DoLoREs ANNE PASCHXE 
MAUREEN ANN PETERSON 
Gum Laude 
DENISE ELIzA BETH PRIMEAu 
JOHN Cauuys PRIMEAu 
JACQUELYN ANN PROUSE 
SARA DOLORES PURCELL 
Summa Gum Laude  
MA.IUE JOAN RAZORE 
MARSHA LOUISE ROBERTS 
Gum Laude 
KAREN Ar ROSEBAUGH 
Ss. MARY JAMES Rosrrcii, CSJ 
GARY GORDON RUDE 
MARY DOBOmy RUOFF 
PATSY MwoEo SAWA 
CLARA JoSEPHINE SCIJELL 
MARY JANE SCHUMACHER 
SHARON SRARI'E SOOTY 
KAREN LEE SKULLERUD 
BARBARA JEAN SMITH 
Summa Gum Laude 
CARROLL GOODSPEED SMITH 
KAREN LYNN SORENSEN 
Ss. EMUIA SOSNOWSKI, CSJ 
KAREN ELIZABETH STEELE 
CAROL ANN ST.GERMAILN 
Gum Laude 
S.atwm ELAINE THIEL 
CAROLYN ANN TURNER 
JACQUELINE ANNE VoILAND 
E1UcA JoAN WARREN 
SHARON PAULETrE WATSON 
Sn. MARIE MARGARET WEINBAUCH, 
CSJ 
ANNE WELCH 
PHYLLIS JEAN WELLER 
LEWIS C!IARus WEST 
ELIZABETH ANN WIESE 
Gum Laude 
School of Engineering 
DAVID W. SCHROEDER, Ph.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
Jom ERNEST BATES 	 NABm. HARB 
	
KENNEYH EDWARD Hrrai 
NORBERT TEBENCE GREINER 
	
DANIIi. STANLEY PATSULA 
BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERiNG 
JAMES EDWARD AvERY 
Fiw.icis CoNin CHRNG 
DONALD FRED HAMMOND 
DAIua. RAYMOND HAnicmls 
Sumnuz Gum Laude 
ROBERT PAUL HIGGINs 
ROBERT JOHN MoNTCALM 
JOHN PETERSON Jn. 
J0JIN PAUL RIEL 
JAMES ROBERT RUNDLE 
Magna Gum Laude 
SmPHEN Purt,r.rp SAuVE 
PIIuLn' RISK SHAw 
RICIIAW NELSON SIMMONS 
CIiARJs FRANKLIN TODD 
ROBERT JoHN WARX 
MICHAEL STEPHEN WOOD 
KAE-PING Ym 
Magna Gum Laude 
BACHELOR OF MECHANiCAL ENGiNEERiNG 
JEROME JACOB BONAGOFSKI 
	
DAVID ROGER HuGHEs 
	
RONALD RALPH Piwxop 
Magna Cum Laude 	 Magna Gum Laude 	 JoHN CHAiuns VAN DOREN 
TERRY MARnN DOLAN 
	
LEONARD PAUL KoPLEN 
RICHAIW DARBEL HOFFMAN 
	 Gum Laude 
School of Nursing 
EILEEN M. RIDCWAY, Ph.D., Dean 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING 
DIANA JEAN ANSMAN 
KATHLEEN CECELIA AQUINO 
Crn.n ELIZABETH BAKER 
ELEANOR LOUISE BARNES 
CAROL ANN BECK 
JoYCE MAJuE BEERS 
Sn. SUSANNA BARBARA BERGERON, 
FCSP 
SUSAN GAY BLAKESLEY 
Gum Laude 
SHARON LOUISE BOYER 
CAROLYN ANN BRINDE1BO 
TIIERESE MARIE BnoussEAu 
MARY Jo CAREL 
Gum Laude 
CARROL ANN CHAMBERLAIN 
Sn. DIANE MARIE COOPER, SNJM 
JILL ANN CRAwIo1w 
DIANE EILLEEN DALTON 
Sn. SusAN MARY FIsHER, OP 
KATHLEEN E1sIE GALLAGHER 
MARY LAUSCIEE GREENWOOD 
JULIA HABs.ucIwr 
Gum Laude 
Sn. ANNE HAYES, CSJ 
KKrRIEEN MARY KEBNAN 
Gum Laude 
CAROL ELLEN KoIu.ER 
DARLENE LOUISE LATOZKE 
Sn. Jurnm ANN LEVESQUE, CSJ 
MARY ELIZABETH MCCLUNC 
MARY JEAN MCDERMOTr 
Magna Gum Laude 
ETHEL JANE MCKINSY 
Sn. MARY ELLEN Noiw, CSJ 
Magna Gum Laude 
DIANE PATRICIA O'GBADY 
KATHLEEN RYAN PALMER 
Rum Jiii.rrn PALMER 
Gum Laude 
SB. SHARON THERESA PARK, OP 
Summa Gum Laude 
Sn. Jtn PERRY, CSC 
JEANNE MAmE PETSCIIL 
MARY POWELL 
ANN MAIuE REYNOLDS 
Magna Gum Laude 
ARLENE JOANNE SCHWARTZ 
MARIAN ELIZABETH SHANLEY 
NANcI MOoRE SMmI 
HELEN LEANN STEIGER 
CAROLYN JUEB STRONG 
MARIE ANNE THIELEMANN 
MARY ANN TOKIN 
Summa Gum Laude 
Sn. LINDA ErIN VAN Dycx, FCSP 
LILLIAN ErANon WADE 
THERESE SUSAN WECZOEEK 
MARY MATEO WHITE 
CARMEL MARIE WmtANN 
LYNNE KATHRYN WocAN 
Sn. NOEL ANN ZURuNNEN, FCSP 
College of Sister Formation 
Sn. ALICE ST. Hm4inn, F.C.S.P., Ph.D., Associate Dean 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCiAL SCIENCE 
Sn. PATRICIA MARY BnrriE, OP 
SR. SUSANNA BARBARA BERGERON, 
FCSP 
Sn. ANNE MARIA BowENs, OP 
Sn. PATRICIA JEAN CABEL, OP 
Gum Laude 
SR. MARIE PATRICIA GAVAGHAN, OP 
SR. LORENE MAGDALENE HEcK, OP 
Sn. BONNIE JANE HERTZ, FCSP 
Gum Laude  
SR. BRENDA ELIZABETH Knux, FCSP 
SR. PIENAE IRENE Kncc, OP 
Gum Laude 
Sn. HELEN Louisn MASON, FCSP 
Magna Gum Laude 
Sn. ELIZABETH DoiuN McEuimr 
Sn. TERESA ANN BISSE, OP 
SR. ELAINE Fncis SMrni, CSJ 
Magna Gum Laude 
Sn. Fncs Euc& STAcEY, FCSP 
Gum Laude 
,SR. BONNIE JEAN VANCE. CS! 
OP 
SR. KATHLEEN McGuy, CSJ 
SR. ROSEMARY MCGUIGAN, OP 
SR. PATRICIA LOUISE MomssFr, OP 
Magna Gum Laude 
Gum Laude 
SR, JOAN MARCUBrrE WALSH, OP 
Gum Laude 
The Graduate School 
REV. JAMES J. COWCXLL, S.J., Ph.D., Acting Dean 
MASTER OF ARTS 
WILLIAM JOSEPH AGOPSOWICZ 
CLIFTON GEORGE BucK 
GEORGE ANTHONY CoruN 
ROBERT ChARLEs CuIow 
RussEll. HULET 
GREGoRY HAUS HuTcmNsoN 
JAMES MICHAEL KEARNEY 
MABITA ANN Kous 
Sn. D. JOANNE MCCAULEY, OP 
Sn. MARY ELLEN MCKILLOP, SNJM 
Sn. IRENE ANNA POELZER, IBVM 
Sn. KATHLEEN LEE Pnuirr, CSJ 
EDWARD DENNIS SEEBERGER 
VrrccEITr SIMONE 
SR. LAB1TA STORMS, FSPA 
DIANA FOGELBEEG WELLS 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHiNG 
WINIFRED HAJIDIE ELWIN 
	
PATRICIA PATERSON MA.NsI?IEJ.n 
	 DEEms A. SCUI.IEMAN 
BAIi'ii D. GAGE 	 Fnmcx JolIN MUNGE 	 WILLIAM GENE SIMMONS 
PAULINE DORGAN Guppy 	 JOAN ANN OwENS 	 RICHARD MILTON THOMAS 
PATRICIA ANN JoNEs 
	
MAXINE ALBERTA ZEMXo 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATiON 
Sn. IRENE MARIE DESAUTELS, CSC AREF HAXKI 	 JAMES F. PfIA.m 
R1soND PAUL EBELING 
	
ANDERS FOLICE HEDBRING 	 STEPHEN PAUL SUTTER 
STEPHEN MICHA.EI. KUNATH 
MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATiON 
ROBERT GEORGE BAirn) 
JnIs EnwAJu) ALExANoE 
CHARLES AMUNDSON 
WAIrER EUGENE BARBER 
MARTIN Dr.ARI BAUMGARTNER 
CHARL0TrF LEE Brnn 
FRANK SHELEY BERNATZ 
JuDrrH ANN BEx 
RICHARD Jom BRESINA 
OLA GRAY BnowNcw 
MART-IN THOMAS BuDzxus 
Sn. ShARoN MARIE CASEY, OP 
ANITA ELFBIEDA GEAs 
MASTER OF EDUCATION 
WILLIAM JoHN CAirn 
Sn. PAUL MARIAN Cocmwrn, SNJM 
BERNICE STEICICER Coun 
DOUGLAS SHERIDAN DANNER 
CATHERINE DouGLAss DAVIS 
\Vu.i..ii.i: LI.MBI 1)EM.ETRE 
WILLIAM 0. Dnm 
Porntn ANTHONY DIcKiNsON 
MxcIIAia. Vn.As Dowi 
MICHAEL E. DoWNING 
MYRON HARMON MICKEY 
ROBERT CLIFTON EAzr 
MARILYNG. FAIINHAM 
EDNA MUENGH FiNE 
Sn. JoANNE Eim FrJZGERALD, OP 
CHRISToPHER EDWARD FnzcEa.411 
DEWEY MARSHALL FREDRIcKS 
J0sEPmNE CorroN FUNDEBBURG 
ROBERT R. GARY 
JOSEPH GrusnI.n.4.nDnI 
ROSEMARY LOOMiS GIANNrrro 
Fnni RALPH GLANDON 
FRANcIS MARION GODDING 
EDWIN RICHARD GUSTAFSON 
TRD JOHN HAGEN 
RICHARD HAISLIN 
GARNET SCHIRMER HAUGHAWOIJT 
DoRoTHY JEAN HoPPES 
Sn. TERESA PAULINE IGOE, OP 
Sn. MAnIE Euzim Iimnuc.&ro, 
MSC 
JAMES RONALD JONES 
ANN LonnINE KEENE 
DONALD LESLIE KINSLEY 
JACQUELINE LACEY 
Gm BURTON LLOYD 
Josla'II Bnnuw MANLEY 
RAmIorm LEWIS MMun 
RicuMw Cuir MAiuOrrI 
Miar. DAVID MCBRIDE 
CHAms ROBERT MoORE 
GLEN EiiswoRm Momus 
MICHAEL WILLIAM MULLEN  
CLIFFORD Bnucn NEuvu) 
REGINA PoPowsL& Nonms 
DARLYNE Ac O'Bni 
Donomy A. O'Bjusl 
ROBERT Nonw.i OLSON 
Jomr FREDERIcK Ooim'r 
WARREN FRANK PA1TISON 
JESS FRANcIS PENFOLD 
MARY BETH PETERS 
Sn. MARiixr' PETERSON, OP 
CHRisTiNE ElAINE PULLIAM 
JoHN BRIJcII RICHARDSON 
MoTHER BmimmTA ROBERTO, MSC 
STANLEY THOMAS RUPPERT 
HELENE HEMSTAD SCIIULLER 
EDWARD LEE SELFoRS 
NATALIE JEAN SHIPPEN 
PAUL JoEL SHOOK 
JERROLD CHARLES Srrrs 
RIcHAIW LEE SKAtEs 
ALBERT JOSEPH SMITH Jn. 
HAROLD SMITH 
GEORGE W0LD SNOW 
PAUL AiI'BED STHLING 
EuzARKrii ScHULz SItIIENs 
BRIAN LEIGH T.uoTr 
ROBERT TERRY 
EDWARD LEE THOMPSON 
THOMAS JOSEPH TRAEGER 
Bnv. ROBERT LEE Tuiunn, SS 
SR. PATRICIA Upnus, OP 
EDMOND EUGENE WARD 
JAMES HENRY WARREN 
EUGENE ARTHUR WIGGINS 
WANDA AMAKER WILLIAMS 
RICHARD ALBERT WINKEL 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRiCAL ENGINEERING 
ROBERT Roy ANDERSON JR. 
THOMAS LESLIE BIAxx 
CoLIN CHARLTON 
KAo-CHIN CHESTER CHEN 
JARs PAmxcx FJtIT Jn. 
SPERRY HOWKINSON GooDIIAN 
GEORGE WILL HorrINcER 
JAMES RIcHAw McCLELLAND  
VIEGE WARD MCCLURE 
RONALD STANLEY NosFI 
JOON SONG 
CARvEL ROE STANDER 
RONALD JIEs TRAiNER 
RIcHARD LARRY WARD 
ROBERT ARTHUR WHEELDON 
JoHN Jo WIXERT 
DANIEL ROBERTSON WITMER 
CARL WURRT'R YEISLEY 
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANiCAL ENGiNEERING 
WILSON ALBERT CLAYtON 	 JolIN THOMAS HOCGAIT 	 ROBERT EDWIN THOMASSON 
JARs Ronzir EHRENBERG 	 KEiTH ALLEN N0ESS 	 WILLIAM Dmi. Zm,xsEN 
MASTER OF SCiENCE IN NATURAL, SCiENCE 
DouGlAs GARNER Bwwnc WILLIAM JoHN HARRIS EARl. CHARLES PEEiyltn 
BARBARA RICH CMEEBLA]N MAURICE DALE Km&&4iL BRIAN LoucirERo SHERA Jn. 
NELSON BAY EDDY REV. JOSEPH EDWARD LAUDWEIN, SJ Vxnim STEPHEN SEALARIUN 
REv. EDWARD FAvIx1t, SJ 11Ev. DONALD JOSEPH MCHUGH, SJ MARY PoUNsEY TiIEIcIi 
11Ev. EDWARD LEO Gum, SJ Kim N. Mmwi GEORGE CoLEmAN TURK 
CIAuDnun NoLAN PARER 
Charge to the Graduates 
In response to a special charge which will be given to them by Veiy Reverend John A. Fitterer, S.J., 
President of Seattle University, the graduates will recite in unison the following pledge: 
WITH A SOLEMN SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY 
1 PLEDGE MYSELF 
TO HOLD MY DEGREE 
AS A SACRED TRUST 
WITH UNTARNISHED HONOR TO MYSELF 
IN GENEROUS LOYALTY TO ALMA MATER 
AND WITH FiDELiTY TO MY FELLOW MEN 
TO MY COUNTRY 
AND TO MY GOD. 
Awards 
PRESIDENT'S CUP 
	 Vicroni, LOUISE KmL 
Awarded to the graduating senior who has maintained the highest scholarship throughout four years. 
BISHOP SHAUGHNESSY MEDAL 	 PAnucK EDWABD WELCH 
MIIA CASSIDY 
JEiuLYN E. DAlosIo 
ROBERT Jomc DEi.rE 
PAMELA ANNIE DICKINSON 
LAWRENCE I. Fuuar 
MELINDA ANN LucuM 
JEANNE ELLEN HABIUE 
JoHN Fir.cis KmaEL 
BEvERLEY JoAN MrrcREu, SSA 
JAMES R. Ru]nLE 
Euzsm Ax WIESE 
In memory of the Most Reverend Gerald Shaughnessy, S.T.D., former Bishop of Seattle. Awarded to the 
graduating senior who has achieved outstanding grades in Theology and Philosophy. 
Commissions 
The candidates for commission as Second Lieutenant, U.S. Army Reserve, will be presented by Colonel 
John L. Robinson, Commanding Officer ROTC, Seattle University. The commissions will be tendered by Major 
General Howard S. McGee, Washington State Adjutant General, Fort Lewis, Washington. 
JUNE 1969 
Gabor P. Aldassy, Armor 
Victor B. Barlogio, Military Police Corps 
Taylor D. Barnes, Infantry 
Richard J. Boragno, Field Artillery 
Frank M. Buty, Infantry 
Steven C. Campbell, Air Defense Artillery 
John B. Dubrovin, Armor 
Paul G. Firnstahl, Infantry 
Stephen C. Gill, Infantry 
°Michael T. Green, Air Defense Artillery 
°Kenneth E. Hitch, Corps Engineers 
William C. Hogan, Infantry 
Jeffrey L. Johnson, infantry 
*Weldon 
 L. Leonardson, Adjutant General Corps 
Michael J. Maloney, Air Defense Artillery 
Roger P. Murray, infantry 
*Robert S. Peiser Jr., Medical Service Corps 
V. Radoll, Infantry 
John P. Reisinger, Infantry 
* Rune E. J. Simard, infantry 
Richard N. Simmons, Finance Corps 
James R. Summers, Armor 
Robert E. Thomas, Air Defense Artillery 
Robert M. Vick, infantry 
Michael L. Whalen, Field Artillery 
* Carroll B. Wheeldon, Corps Engineers 
John R. Wilson, Quartermaster 
Mary Ellen Garvey, WAG 
Kathleen O'Connor Hopkins, WAC 
AUGUST 1968 
John K. Hart, Transportation Corps 
Larry 0. Lorenz, Infantry 
Michael J. Murray, Corps Engineers 
°John F. Rosell, Finance Corps 
Dennis J. Rispoli, Transportation Corps 
DECEMBER 1968 
°Arthur L. Bobb, Medical Service Corps 
George L. Burrows, Signal Corps 
*James 
 W. P. Dearey, Military Police Corps 
Noel L. Gilbrough, Corps Engineers 
Robert F. Mclnnes Jr., Signal Corps 
°George S. Meno, Signal Corps 
°Robert J. Montcalm, Signal Corps 
Frank J. Quijada, Signal Corps 
°Gregory P. Nagel, Finance Corps 
Gary A. Ryan, Adjutant General Corps 
MARCH 1969 
°James A. Billerbeck, Ordinance Corps 
*James 
 D. Borden, Adjutant General Corps 
Thomas F. Carrick III, Armor 
*Roger C. Christianson, Adjutant General Corps 
Duane G. Cordiner, infantry 
°Jerome N. Cunningham, Adjutant General Corps 
Richard G. Deir, Armor 
James P. Dooley, Adjutant General Corps 
Robert J. Feser Jr., Armor 
°Distinguished Military Graduate 
Leverett W. Giffin Jr., Artillery 
James H. Hardy, Armor 
aFrancis 
 W. Hrnicek, Finance Corps 
Nicholas M. Kenny, Transportation Corps 
°Robert J. Klee, Medical Service Corps 
Victor C. Rafaneffi, Armor 
Paul G. Rohrer, infantry 
*Dennis E. Thornton, Transportation Corps 
Cyril C. Warren Jr., Signal Corps 
Academic Costume 
The caps, gowns and hoods universally worn by faculties and candidates for degrees at graduating exercises 
are a costume dating back to the Twelfth Century. In medieval days the scholars were clerics; the buildings 
were cold; capes and hoods were required for warmth, and robes of scholars were similar to the cassocks 
of the clerics. 
In the course of years of development, caps with tassels have replaced capes for the head covering, the 
hooded cape has been modified into the present hood, and the gowns with long flowing sleeves have been 
redesigned to indicate the character of the degree of the wearer. In 1893, a student movement in the United 
States endorsed academic apparel as overcoming awkwardness and difference in dress at graduation exercises 
and resulted in a standardization of academic costume in this country. 
The Intercollegiate Code, adopted in 1895, recognizes three styles of gowns: a bachelor's gown, a master's 
gown, and a doctor's gown. The differences in these gowns are mainly in the cut and shape of the sleeves and 
in the trimming. Hoods are also recognized for each of the above degrees and vary in shape, size and length. 
The shell of the hood matches the black material of the gown, and is lined with the color or colors of the 
institution conferring the degree. The velvet bordering of the hood is of a color indicative of the field of 
learning to which the degree pertains. The Oxford cap, proper for all degrees, is worn both indoors and outdoors 
with academic costume. The tassel, worn over the left eye once the degree is conferred, is also symbolic of 
the degree and conforms to the code of colors for hood trimming. Prior to the actual conferring of the degree 
the tassel is worn over the right eye. Holders of doctor's degrees are entitled to wear a gold tassel. The tassel of 
a bachelor's degree indicates the field in which the degree is granted. The color for each field of learning follows: 
Arts, Letters and Humanities White Laws Purple 
Business Olive Drab Library Science Lemon 
Dentistry Lilac Medicine Green 
Economics Copper Music Pink 
Education Ice Blue Nursing Apricot 
Engineering Orange Philosophy Dark Blue 
Fine Arts Brown Physical Education Sage Green 
Journalism Crimson Science Golden Yellow 
Theology and Divinity Scarlet 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS 
Intercollegiate Knights, Spurs 
Gamma Sigma Phi, Alpha Phi Omega, Colhecon 
Seattle University R.O.T.C. Color Guard 
Department of Fine Arts, Seattle University 
